LO SCATTO DEL PARDO – PHOTO CONTEST 2018
For Accredited Photographers Only
st

th

From August 1 to 10 , 2018 the association Animazione Centro Pax Muralto, in collaboration with Foto Garbani (Muralto,
Riazzino, Lugano) and with the support of the Locarno Festival, organizes the photo contest “Lo scatto del Pardo”, whose
st
subject is “the 71 Festival edition”.
Terms and Conditions
-

The contest is open to all accredited photographers of the Locarno Festival 2018.

-

The participant guarantees that the submitted photos have been personally taken and not by others and that they
are respectful of the privacy.

-

Maximal 6 photos are allowed at the contest. Every day maximal two photos can be sent, except for Thursday
th
August 9 , when it is allowed to submit more than one photo, up to a maximum of 6 photos.

-

The deadline for submitting pictures is on Thursday August 9 at 12pm.

-

All the submitted pictures will be printed in a 20x30cm format on the first working day after the submission and will
then be exposed at the entrance of the Centro Pax Muralto.

-

The pictures will be exposed on panels surrounding the entrance and will be numbered according to their
submission order.

-

The winners will be informed personally by e-mail. The presence of the winners or of a representative at the price
giving reception is desirable.

-

The participants have to strictly respect the instructions below when submitting their pictures.

th

Submission Specifications
In order to make the pictures anonymous, but at the same time relatable to the artist, the procedure of submission must be
the following one:
-

Pictures must be sent by e-mail at the address concorso@fotogarbani.ch.

-

In the e-mail body, participants must specify their name/surname, address, telephone number and the brand of the
camera used for taking the submitted pictures.

-

Each file must be named with the picture’s title.

-

The picture’s title has to be included in the subject of the e-mail.

Awards
th
The prize giving reception will take place at the Centro Pax Muralto on Friday August 10 , 2018 at 4.30 pm.
3 members compose the jury: 1 non-accredited photographer, 1 journalist and 1 graphic designer/marketing manager.
The awarded prizes are the following and can by no means be replaced in cash:
-

CHF 1500.- to be divided at the discretion of the Jury (50% in good purchase for the brand of the camera used for
the contest and 50% in voucher for photo enlargements).
To all participants a voucher of CHF 90.- for photo enlargements.
A photographer accreditation for the 2019 Locarno Festival to the winning photos chosen by the jury.

The jury is allowed to split up the prizes and award them without considering the brand of the camera that has been used.
Further Information
The submitted pictures will not be returned. By submitting pictures, the photographer declares to accept the conditions of
participation and authorizes the use of the contest’s pictures for the aim of documentation by the organizers (Locarno
Festival, Centro Pax Muralto, Foto Garbani). The pictures cannot be used for commercial aims without the photographer’s
agreement. E-mail exchanges regarding the contest will not be followed up and the participants exclude the option of taking

any kind of legal action against the organizers.

